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ALPS4EU FINAL CONFERENCE MINUTES 

On the 16th of January 2014 the Alps4EU final conference has take place at the “Eurorégion Alpes 

Méditerranée- delegation office” in Brussels. The focus of the well visited conference lied on the 

question how cluster initiatives can support the internationalization of SMEs through meta-clusters 

(small networks of cluster initiatives focussing on a specific topic or sector). 

 

Of course the internationalization topic is discussed since the beginning of the whole cluster 

concept, but the instruments and tools for internationalization are still very limited. One way for 

supporting trans-regional cooperation of SMEs is the establishment meta-clusters. How meta-

clusters can be implemented and which services and activities are useful for companies in their 

internationalization process were the main topics of the conference. 

 

The ALPS4EU CONFERENCE was divided into two parts: 

- First part of the day - Final Conference of the Alps4EU project:  

In four thematic fields dealing with the question how policy can support the development and 

sustainability of meta-clusters. One representative from the policy side and one representative from 

the cluster management side have presented their experiences and recommendation. 

The participants were welcomed by Mr. Ivan Boesso from the agency Venneto Innovatione S.p.A. 

Furthermore opening credits were given also by Mr. Giuseppe Benetto, director of the 

organization Regione Piemonte, active as lead partner of the Alps4EU project. He enlightened the 

importance of the work done in the last two years by all the Alps4eu project partners. He also 

stresses out, that internationalization has an important role in the future of clusters. 

Ms. Rossanna Borello representative of the lead partner of the Alps4EU project follows by a short 

presentation of the Alps4EU project, its objectives, the main activities, the task forces created and 

the results achieved. She presents the cluster survey made and the knowledge atlas created. 

Furthermore she presents the knowledge atlas to the participants, emphasizes expected outputs of 

the policy task force and presents the meta cluster level in the field of plastic.  

Participants had several questions especially regarding the clusters involved in the plastic taskforce.  

 

 

 

 

http://www.alps4eu.eu/Files/Agenda_Alps4EU_Final_Conference_and_Workshop131212.pdf
http://www.alps4eu.eu/Files/ALPS4EU_Conference_Detailed_Information_-_FIRST_part.pdf
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Ms. Emily Wise from the organization BSR innovation express presented the Baltic Sea Region 

macroregional strategies. She pointed out the problem of no funding of macroregional strategies and 

presents, that the problem can be solved with the Innovation Express tool in order to finance 

transnational cooperation. She describes this funding mechanism and stresses out that in there is no 

EU financing. She presented the target applicants of the Innovation express, what the Innovation 

express can fund, and that the funding partners can freely define which activities they are willing to 

fund. She presented also a summary of the results of this funding scheme. More than 900 SMEs 

were involved in the projects. She also presented a list of approved project by sector. The biggest 

challenges they met were securing the budget for the calls and the communication to the clusters 

since they are used to unified EU projects, while in this call every cluster had to apply in its own 

country rather than in a consortia.  

Ms. Lotten Svensson from the „Comfort in Living“ metacluster presented the „Comfort in Living“, 

BRS Stardust flagship. She emphasized that after the ending of the project they tried to find ways to 

fund the prolongation of their activities and to use the prototypes developed also in real life. So they 

came over the Innovation express funding strategy. They developed a consortia on the Stardust 

background and applied for funding under the Innovation express funding scheme. The difficulties 

they faced was time management, since companies want to have short time decisions but the 

funding decisions came relatively slow.  

Mr. Nikos Pantalos represented the World Class Cluster calls from DG Enterprise and Industry. 

He presented the DG activities in cluster activities and the idea of World Class clusters, which is 

empowering clusters to be to compete also on the global level. Another important topic presented 

was also internationalization in the form of the European cluster cooperation platform. Furthermore 

he presented the cluster activities in COSME and INTERREG programs. 

Mr. Patrick Vuillermoz from the Wiintech metacluster, shortly presented the cluster organization 

Wiintech. Its aim is to promote the internationalization of European clusters and develop world 

class cluster practices. He presented the consortium, the challenges they faced in the consortium, 

the target countries of Wiintech and the organized missions and trips during the project period. 

Different guidelines and a toolbox was created to support the internationalization of clusters. As an 

outcome of the project they identified relevant partners in the target countries and tried to convince 

them to work with the European clusters. This presents the baseline for the future cooperation. One 

of the difficulties they faced was to define a common value and strategy and to involve SMEs in the 

project activities.  
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Mr. György Szabó from the Hungarian Ministry for National Economy presents the Cluster COOP 

project, its partnership and project activities. He stresses out that cluster managers have to be 

involved in the political decisions about cluster policies. Furthermore he emphasized the importance 

of the internationalization of funding dedicated to cluster development. Furthermore he gave some 

EU Programming recommendations. 

Mr. Werner Pamminger Clusterland – he presented the specialties of the Danube macro region. 

The long time challenge of this region is the global competition. In his opinion competitiveness 

cannot be gained just with the help of clusters, but that crucial role play the cluster managers who 

do the day to day work with companies. Furthermore he presented a best practice in the Health 

Technology Cluster. European strategic partnerships are in his opinion a good opportunity for the 

Danube region. 

Ms. Annamaria Zonno from the DG Enterprise and Innovation emphasized the public private 

partnership in order to cope with competitiveness. She presented the initiative of contractual public-

private partnerships. She also said, that a lot of information can be found on the EC website and 

there will be also information events.  

Mr. Dario Scapaticci representing the MESAP mechatronic cluster of Piemont: He presented the 

MESAP cluster which is operating in the mechatronic industry and is industrial oriented. He also 

presented their technology mapping and their main goals and activities. Furthermore he presented 

their national and international partnerships. The main difficulties they face is the speeding up the 

cooperation.  

Mr. Jean Christophe Charlier (Alpine Space programme JTS) presented the Alpine Space 

Programme, its priorities, facts and figures. He presented the capitalization process in order to 

capitalize the project results of alpine space project results and emphazised the draft of the future 

operational programme. He stresses out that the ERDF funding will increase from 76% to 85% and 

that in the future they will try to harmonize and simplify the reporting procedures, eligibility rules, 

First Level Control and the branding.  
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- Second part of the day: Intercluster workshop with cluster managers from all over Europe: 

In an interactive workshop cluster managers discussed their experiences in establishing meta-

clusters, a useful organizational structure for a network of cluster initiatives and objectives and 

activities which can be realized through meta-clusters. Konstantin Schneider from MFG Baden-

Wuerttemberg mbH was active as moderator of the round table and welcomed the participants to 

the second part of the day. Furthermore he introduced the therm of meta-cluster.  

Mr. Alessandro Minello from the Universita Ca Foscari Venezia presented several tendencies in 

the cluster evolution and the pillars of cluster organizations. Furthermore he presents possible 

themes for metaclusters and the priorities for the collaboration.  

Mr. Jacques P. Bersier from the Hochschule fur technik und Architektur Freiburg presented the 

ALPlastic project, the object of the project and its activities. He presented the wish of the 

consortium to survive even if the project ended and how the consortium planned to achieve this 

goal. He presented the summarized reasons why partners decided to participate in the metacluster 

and what are their minimal expectations of them participating. Furthermore he presents his opinion 

on how a metacluster could be established and how they should be organized to sustain without 

public funding.  

A lively debate arise during the round table about the Internationalization of SMEs and the role 

of Meta-Cluster. Main themes of the debate between the participants of the round table (Dario 

Scapaticci (MESAP), Michael Jäger, (Mechatronic Tirol), Antonella Venza (Luce in Veneto), Jean-

Philippe Bacher (Energy andConstruction Cluster Fribourg, Konstantin Schneider (MFG-active as 

moderator)) were: 

 problems of building up metaclusters 

 on which basis metaclusters can be build upon 

 where they see possibilities of future cooperations 

 compatibility of business activities 

 the relation between public and private funding 

 reasons why companies come to clusters 

 tools to support internationalization of SMEs, why metaclusters can help or harm their 

internationalization 

http://www.alps4eu.eu/Files/ALPS4EU_Detailed_Information_Intercluster_WS-SECOND_part.pdf

